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THE ELEMENTS OF FORCE
It has been said two or three times before
that in all composition, whether written or
oral, there must be the quality of clearness. There is, however, one other characteristic of both written and oral style
,vhich is equally as essential as clearness.
That quality is called force. If one's written or spoken ,vord is lacking in force there
is every likelihood that little attention ,vill
be given to it. It would seem, however,
that the spoken word must be forceful if
it gains a hearing whether it possesses
other qualities or not. It has been observed
that an address faulty in many other particulars has been listened to with keen interest because it possessed some of the several elements that make for force.
The printed book or article may lie upon
our book shelves or library table week in
and week out ready to be read at any
[ 1)
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time according to the temper of the individual. But the speech is said but once
before a given audience. If it is ignored
then, the chances are that never again will
the hearer have the opportunity of either
listening to it or in any way becoming familiar with it. So if one has failed to reach
and vitally hold the attention of the audience with his appeal, he might just as ,vell
have not appeared before thc1n. This one
fact, that a man makes the same speech
to the same audience but once, as a rule,
is the one great fact that renders it necessary for him to do his ~Tork in the very
best an<l most appealing manner possible.
The refore, the consideration and the
study and the 1nastery of those elements
that make for forceful speech must under
no circumstances be neglected.
vVhat is meant by the term ''force'' as
applied to speech 1 Physical force is understood well enough. But as a quality of
speech it does not seem to be easily defined
or as readily laid hold of. A point that
must be ca refullv
. considered is this : Is a
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word or a sentence, a speech, a drama forceful of itself or is it indirectly forceful? Is
force in language an absolute quality or a
relative quality? Abstractly speaking, or
theoretically speaking, it n1ay be called an
absolute quality. The word ''drudgery''
in the abstract is unquestionably a forceful
word. Intrinsically it possesses force.
But practically speaking, to anyone ,vho
has never known what real, long continued
drudgery is, the word means little. So
practically speaking ( and herein is a problen1 that every writer and every speaker
must solve), force is a relative and not an
absolute quality. What has just been said
suggests one of the most fundamental facts
-let it be said that it is the most fundan1ental fact-to be remembered in our
study: that everything that is ,vritten or
spoken, and particularly that ,vhich is
spoken, ,vill be judged in the light of the
experience of the reader or hearer. Whatever thought expressed by the speaker
falls outside of the experience of his hearers is ineffective. It is exactly as if the
audience had been addressed in a foreign
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tongue. So in securing the quality of
force, it must be borne in mind that a word
or statement or any other device used will
fail of producing the effect desired to the
degree that it falls outside of the experience of the hearer. It evidently follows,
then, that matter which may be interesting
to one individual may not be interesting
to another. So we may say that the
term ''interestingness'' represents to the
speaker the quality which bis speech must
have if it is to be forceful.
One picks up a book, whether it be a
novel, an essay, poem, or drama, and if its
beginning pages hold his interest pretty
keenly, he is likely to continue reading the
book to the end. But it makes little difference that his neighbor told him that he
l1ad read a book and found it intensely interesting; if the first few pages fail to hold
his attention he is very likely to lay it
aside. So in public speech the diversity
of judgments held about the speaker is to
be accounted for upon the ground that a
speech of itself is not absolutely interesting
or forceful, but relatively so. His thought,
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the manner in which the thought is put, and
the kind of delivery employed appeal exceedingly intensely to some people, less so
to others, and not at all to yet others. So
the problem is so to develop one's thought
and so to deliver it as to appeal to the
largest number. This, of course, cannot be
done ,vith the greatest certainty until one
has first formed his judgment concerning
the limitations placed upon him by the
time, occasion, and the audience.
There are other words that may be used
in the place of the term "force" which
"rill help to show more clearly the meaning of the term. These are the ,vords
"weight," "significance" or perhaps
''strength.'' Light, trivial, inconsequential ideas cannot long hold the attention
of men and women who do any thinking.
While it is true that forcefulness of
speech is a relative quality, this idea must
not prevent a careful weighing of words
and expressions for their absolute and in-trinsic worth in the matter of force. One
may have the opportunity of choosing three
or even more words which will have vary-
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ing degrees of strength and all of which
come within the experience of the hearer.
In this situation a comparison of the actual
value of each of the three or more words
must be made and that word chosen which
seems intrinsically to carry the degree of
force desired by the speaker.
Force, po-\ver, interestingness in the oral
composition are dependent upon the matter, style, and delivery. It is possible that
one's thought may of itself be exceedingly
forceful or interesting, yet lose much of
this quality because it is expressed in a
style that fails to convey the actual
strength of the thought, and it is possible
also that both thought and style of expression may of themselves be forceful,
but fail to secure the largest response from
the audience because the matter is poorly
delivered.
Let there be considered, then, some suggestions of the kind of thought material
that appeals to the interest of an audience.
First. Those thoughts ,vill be likely to hold
closely the attention of an audience which
lie within the reach of _their own inter-
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ests·. This again may, ho,vever, be only
a relative truth. It is possible that certain
affairs and various experiences which we
suppose are of interest to the individual
may not be vitally interesting to him. A
n1an who has spent seven, eight, or nine
hours in intense business activity is not
likely to be held easily to keen attention
by a discussion that deals with business
affairs. If business has laid upon him
great demands, resulting in the expenditure of much m~ntal energy during the
day, it is not likely he ,vill keenly respond
to a very intellectual, much involved, abstract discussion. Here again, as it will be
recognized, there is being considered the
question of the limitation placed upon the
speaker by reason of the liinitation of his
audience. The first principle is, then, that
the thought which the speaker is to place
before his auditors must be that in which
they are interested at the moment that
he is speaking.
Second. That matter is likely to be interesting and forceful which conveys the idea
of action. Large plans, rapid develop-
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111ents, quick movements, impending force,
rapidly complicating situations are such
as in the main appeal keenly to the mind
and hold the interest.
Third. Growing out of the second field,
the human individual is very positively
drawn to conflict. Life itself is a battlea conflict-and people keenly enjoy watching a conflict in order that they may know
who or what is to come out victorious. All
drama is built upon this principle of conflict. A very great proportion of novel
literature is developed from the conflicting and contending experiences of life.
Fourth. Matter that is dramatic in character will appeal to most men and women.
For drama is the story of human life and
action represented by actors; dramatic action is an outgrowth or spontaneous result ·
of strong emotion, and all audiences respond to an appeal that is strongly emotional; or to put it differently, that kind of
address which is colored strongly with emotion is both interesting and forceful.
Fifth. An audience will be keenly aroused
by a description, a discussion, a compari-
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son, explanation, and interpretation of experiences that are strikingly like their own.
Humans are distinctly social, and a surprising amount of our social intercourse consists of. a comparison of our experiences.
It is to be noted that the term" strikingly"
has been used in the sentence above in
speaking of the similarity of experiences.
Commonplace experience will not long hold
the attention of the average listener.
Sixth. There is another appeal that will
hold the attention of the audience and
that is a setting forth of life and its relations ,vhich are outside the general experiences of those before the speaker. Here
again it must be remembered that these
experiences must be striking and while
they may be outside the experiences they
must not be outside the knowledge and
the imagination of the hearer.
When ideas to be discussed lie outside
of the knowledge and experience of men
and women, they must be brought within
their knowledge and experience by comparing the unknown with something they
already know.
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A number of years ago the Bible was being translated for a tribe of Africans.
When the translators came to the verse
that reads,-'' Though your sins be as
scarlet, they shall be as white as snow,"
they found that it could carry no meaning
or force to the minds of this tribe, or any
African as far as that is concerned, for
none of them had ever seen snow or handled it, and therefore they could not realize
ho,v perfectly white and beautiful snow
may be. Snow was not only entirely outside of their experience but it ,vas also
outside of their field of imagination. So
there was nothing for the translators to
do but substitute something that was
,vithin the field of the kno-\vledge of Africans, and the verse ,vas made to read,
'' Though your sins be as scarlet, they shall
be as white as the meat of the cocoanut."
Seventh. There is to be considered the
securing of force or ''interestingness''
through the ele1nents of style. There are
~~No suggestions to follow in this respect,
the first having to do with words. Those
,vords should be chosen that fit the qualitv
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of the thought to be expressed. There is
so much carelessness in the speech of men
and women that this point needs to be very
thoughtfully considered. When the individual describes everything that pleases
him as being "immense" or "perfectly
grand,'' he not only shows the lack of a satisfactory working vocabulary but the lack
of discrimination in word values. Both
,vords are of themselves forceful words but
when used indiscriminately they soon lose
their force; so one cannot be too careful
in choosing words which closely fit the
thought.
Eighth. Another consideration in the
ehoice of words for forcefulness is significant. Many, many ,vords express an idea
not alone through the ,vord itself, but because the sound of the ,vord conveys· the
idea itself. Consider the f ollo,ving illustrations:
''I murmur under moon and stars,
In brambly wildernesses.''

-Tennyson.
''Where shall ,ve lay the man whom we
deplore1
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Here in streaming London's central
roar."
-Tennyson.
'' These peaceful scenes were echoing with
a roar and din. ''-H. C. P.
''We give you back defiance for defiance;
menace for menace, blow for blow.''FranQois Villon, in '' If I Were l(ing. ''
-Justin McCarthy.
Read aloud these illustrations, noting
that the very sound of the word often suggests the idea being expressed.
Ninth. A speech gains in forcefulness
by means of skillful sentence structure or
arrangement. The normal order of a sentence is a subject "rith its modifiers, the
predicate with its modifiers and the object
with its modifiers, but if all thoughts were
expressed in this normal form nothing but
monotony ,vould result. So one gains not
only variety but an actual increase offorcefulness through the skill he may develop
in so placing his thoughts in the sentence
structure as to bring the largest emphasis
upon those thoughts demanding the largest
emphasis. As this phase of the discussion
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is to receive a very complete treatment in
a book on rhetorical devices, only a few
illustrations will be given here to point
the idea.
Tenth. Lastly and probably most important, a speech gathers force and power
by reason of its mode of delivery. If one
who is addressing an audience sho,vs a
really warm enthusiasm for the subject he
is discussing, if those thoughts he is to con-·
vey to his audience thoroughly arouse his
thinking powers and his mental resources,
this in itself ,vill do much to hold the audience. Enthusiasm is one of the great
forces of life. It has carried the day many
and many a time. One cannot ask an audience to be enthusiastic about or keenly interested in that for which the speaker lacks
interest and enthusiasm.
Finally if one standing before an audience shows those in front of him that he
is keenly interested in them, that he is
eager to bring then1 his thoughts and his
feelings, that he simply must put everything aside until he has shared with them
his mental store, he ,vill find that few audi-
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ences will refuse to give him their thor-ough-going attention. It is believed that
a speaker will seldom lack hearers if his
delivery possesses these t,vo elements: that
of vital enthusiasm for the subject, and
vital interest in the audience coupled with
eagerness to place before them his ideas.
II,LUSTRATIONS OF FORCE
THROUGH ARRANGE~fENT.
The mission of America is to spread
pure and simple truth.-Note the gain in
force by changing the order: '' The mission of America is to spread truth, pure
and simple.''
The turn of a trade makes millions.Note the gain in force: '' l\fillions are made
on the turn of a trade.''
"\Vho shall protest against this tendency 1
--1\1:ore forceful: '' Against this tendency
who shall protest?''
Patriotism must be faithful, ,vis~, fervent and f earless.-}lore forceful: '' Patriotism must be faithful as ,vell as fervent; statesmanship must be ,vise as ,vell
as fearless.''
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That our fathers enjoyed no such patronage, that our foundations were silently
and deeply cast in quiet insignificance, was
happy.-N ote the gain in force: "Happy,
that our fathers enjoyed no such patronage; happy, that our foundations ,vere
silently and deeply cast in quiet in~
significance.''

EXERCISES.
T-hese exercises are provided as a means of testing
the student 'i. knowledge of the subject and £or training
through actual practiee. Exercises are not to be sent to
the School.

Make such changes in words and sentence structure in the following excerpts as
will secure greater .force.
1. Milton's words are '' high actions and
high passions." (Change the order.)
2. They come together on a deliberation
of empire, of glory of existence. ( Change
the order, adding necessary words for the
sake of grammatical correctness.)
3. When did t,vo such orbs of experience
meet in one hemisphere f ( Change to direct assertion.)
4. Although he is dead he yet speaketh.
Change the following into sentences of
direct assertion, and mark the loss off orce.
1. '' Shall the children of the men of
J\;Iarathon become the slaves of Phillip?
2. Shall the majesty of the Senate an<l
the people of Rome stoop to wear the
[ 16]
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chains of the military executors of the will
of Juli us Caesar 1
3. Shall the assembled representatives
of France, just awakening from her sleep
of ages shall they disperse at the order of
the King?
4. Shall the thirteen colonies become and
be independent states 1"
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"I will take up the work of this day as
a personal Pledge to do my best - with
interest and enthusiasm."
-Adams.
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